The name of the individual involved is NOT Sara.. Our work
is, and will always be, confidential, but the following account
is accurate. Below is the report, as sent to our client, with
the exception of the names of the client and the subject.
Covert Work done to help “Sara” at the behest of name
withheld. 12-09-2012
After ______ contacted us this afternoon, an initial remote scan was accomplished, revealing
the presence of entities attached to Sara. These were found to have been instrumental in
Sara’s then current condition and had been interfering with her attempts at recovery.
The initial scan found –
Primary aura color – orange
And the chakras –
Crown
open
rd
3 eye
fluttering
Throat
closed
Heart
open
Solar Plexus open
Sacral
closed
Root
half closed
Stress (as redness) was in the neck, shoulders, legs, knees and abdominal area.
At Sara’s Feet were three energies – attached – 2 male and I female.. 3 dark energies – These
are the reason the therapies given to Sara previously have been unsuccessful.
This evening (12-9-12) we conducted further operations in this regard.. Focusing on the
activities of clearing these energies…
We found Nathaniel Capers, who had left the body in 1930, and identified himself as the lead.
He had been strangled to death and, believing himself to be a sinner, not gone into the light (for
fear of judgment).
He then identified James Marshall who died in 1960 and Leona Cooks, who died in 1949, as
also being attached to Sara. Leona was frightened and we sent her a spark of God’s love as a
means of conveying to her that we were here to help. It is common for these entities to be
afraid and confused, as they have learned nothing since their passing…

Nathaniel later told us he had been attached to Sara for 4 years. The stated purpose of these
entities was to take Sara out of her body – and to deliver her to the dark side.
Subsequent questioning revealed that James had made a deal with the dark side. Archangel
Michael received our request and destroyed the contract (the dark side was in breach of
contract, as they did NOT deliver their end of the bargain – this is typical)..
We then found that, previously hidden within James was imbedded Vincent O’Connell, who
passed in 1901 (and was very angry), who also had made a deal with the dark side… Again
with the assist from Archangel Michael, his contract was negated, and we proceeded to explain
to all present our *purpose and desire to help them.
*It is important that the reader understand this is not an activity taken lightly, and this is only the
most abbreviated report of the activity involved. This is not attempted lightly and is never
accomplished without the participation and assistance of the Angelic realm.
After dealing with these, and confirming Nathaniel as lead, we asked, and he stated that he
would like to see his mother, Gloria Capers. We then called into the Light for Gloria, who
appeared and was then perceived by all present. Using appropriate protocols, we established
that she was, in fact, his mom, and had come from the Light…
After Nathaniel, James, Leona and Vincent performed the task of UNDOing all they had done to
Sara, they joined hands, and Gloria took them with her into the Light.
We subsequently did Focused Mind Healing on Sara – including –
The establishing of contact with Sara’s Higher Self, who gave us guidance in the work.
Placing conditions so that Sara’s doctors would act in her best interests, and placing a filtering
process on Sara so that she would hear only her own voice (since in the past she had been
conditioned to believe the others’ thoughts were hers, this is a dramatic change for her).
We also flooded her with the White Light of Source Energy, flushing her system clear of any
residual negativity. We participated in sending her an Angel – this is the Archangel Gabriel.

Other actions were taken over the course of the evening with then end result being relief
for Sara. It is recommended this information be shared with her only at such time as
she is sufficiently recovered and only then on her request. Information regarding these
types of operations are NOT widely known and they ARE widely criticized. Skepticism
or even questions on Sara’s part may cause setbacks and/or problems. Suffice it that
we have helped 4 lost souls return to the Light.. and cleared the way for Sara’s
recovery.
Thanks very much for asking,

